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Abstract11

Purpose: To analyze radiation induced changes in Hounsfield units and determine12

their correlation with changes in perfusion and ventilation. Additionally, to compare13

the post-RT changes in human subjects to those measured in a swine model used to14

quantify perfusion changes, and validate their use as a preclinical model.15

Methods: A cohort of 5 Wisconsin Miniature Swine (WMS™) were studied. Addi-16

tionally, 19 human subjects were recruited as part of an IRB approved clinical trial17

studying functional avoidance radiation therapy for lung cancer and were treated with18

SBRT. Imaging (a contrast enhanced dynamic perfusion CT in the swine and 4DCT19

in the humans) was performed prior to and post-RT. Jacobian elasticity maps were20

calculated on all 4DCT images. Contours were created from the isodose lines to dis-21

cretize analysis into 10 Gy dose bins. B-spline deformable image registration allowed22

for voxel-by-voxel comparative analysis in these contours between timepoints. The23

WMS™ underwent a research course of 60 Gy in 5 fractions delivered locally to a tar-24

get in the lung using an MRI-LINAC system. In the WMS™ subjects, the dose-bin25

contours were copied onto the contralateral lung, which received < 5 Gy for compari-26

son. Changes in HU and changes in Jacobian were analyzed in these contours.27

Results: Statistically significant (p < 0.05) changes in the mean HU value post-RT28

compared to pre-RT were observed in both the human and WMS™ groups at all time-29

points analyzed. The HU increased linearly with dose for both groups. Strong linear30

correlation was observed between the changes seen in the swine and humans (Pearson31

coefficient > 0.97, p < 0.05) at all timepoints. Changes seen in the swine closely mod-32

eled the changes seen in the humans at 12 months post RT (slope=0.95). Jacobian33

analysis showed between 30-60% of voxels were damaged post-RT. Perfusion analysis in34

the swine showed a statistically significant (p < 0.05) reduction in contrast inside the35

vasculature 3 months post-RT compared to pre-RT. The increases in contrast outside36

the vasculature was strongly correlated (Pearson Correlation 0.88) with the reduction37

in HU inside the vasculature but were not correlated with the changes in Jacobians.38

Conclusions: Radiation induces changes in pulmonary anatomy at 3 months post-RT,39

with a strong linear correlation with dose. The change in HU seen in the non-vessel40

i



lung parenchyma suggests this metric is a potential biomarker for change in perfusion.41

Finally, this work suggests that the WMS™ swine model is a promising pre-clinical42

model for analyzing radiation-induced changes in humans and poses several benefits43

over conventional swine models.44

45
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I. Introduction82

Functional avoidance radiation therapy has been increasingly utilized for subjects being83

treated for lung cancer. To do this, accurate modeling of the normal tissue complications84

of thoracic radiation, local functional mapping, or dose-response modeling is needed to de-85

fine treatment parameters for a given patient. Previous work has indicated that radiation86

pneumonitis and radiation fibrosis are the primary toxicities following thoracic radiation in87

lung cancer patients1 2 3 4. In addition, these complications can be predicted using a linear88

quadratic model5 6 1 2 3 4. In recent years, multiple studies have looked at using functional89

metrics to create risk assessments and have found that the inclusion of these metrics in-90

creased the predictive power of those models1 7 3 4 5 8 9 10.91

92

Several groups have used four dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) based venti-93

lation metrics to estimate lung function11 12 13 14. This methodology uses anatomical changes94

between breathing phases to assess how the lungs expand and contract regionally. These95

metrics show changes with radiation dose and are surrogates for pulmonary function. Mul-96

tiple groups have used (or are currently using) these metrics in clinical trials to assess the97

efficacy of using these metrics for functional avoidance in treatment planning.4 5 15 16 17. How-98

ever, the majority of these models focus on ventilation estimates and do not account for99

damage due to fibrosis, inflammation, or other physiological responses that may not be100

represented by 4DCT ventilation measures. In particular, changes in perfusion are often101

excluded from these functional avoidance studies which is a crucial component to the lung’s102

ability to function. In a functional avoidance review, Ireland et al cited that perfusion103

may be more clinically relevant when performing functional avoidance than ventilation.15.104

Therefore, additional metrics are needed to assess this damage. One potential imaging met-105

ric is the change in Hounsfield Units (HU) prior to and post radiation therapy (RT). There106

have been several studies that have investigated using tissue density changes to assess lung107

damage7 18 19 20 21 22 14 23 24 25. Additionally, several studies have correlated these changes with108

radiation dose delivered7 18 19 20 21 22 14 23 24 25 26.109

110

Previous work in the CT-Ventilation space has derived lung function directly using111

Hounsfield unit values of the time-averaged 4DCT27. An alternate approach uses the Jaco-112
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bian determinant of the transformation computed from image registration28. This method113

assumes that the expansion of a voxel is caused by the addition of air from ventilation and114

is the method used in this work. This method was also shown to yield the highest DICE115

similarity coefficients and voxel-wise and ROI-based Spearman correlations with ventilation116

maps derived from 68Ga-aerosol PET and 3He-MRI static ventilation maps, placing first in117

the 2019 AAPM Grand Challenge. In this work we investigate the changes in HU post-RT.118

We assess if correlations exist between changes in HU and dose delivered or Jacobian ven-119

tilation metrics. Additionally, we investigate changes in HU in different regions of anatomy120

(inside and outside vessels) and assess the relationship between changes in these different121

anatomical regions. This leads to further analysis of radiation induced changes in perfusion122

and lung injury.123

124

A current challenge of validating imaging biomarkers is finding proper surrogates for125

human lung function. These surrogates allow one to investigate the physiological significance126

of the biomarkers in addition to testing potential remedies. The use of swine in radiotherapy127

research has become increasing prevalent due to the swine’s similar physiology to humans. In128

the past decade, extensive work has been done to validate the use of swine to model human129

physiology in a variety of applications29 30 31 32 33. However, previous work has used conven-130

tional swine which presents barriers in analysis due to their larger size and growth rates. In131

this work, we present a novel swine model, the Wisconsin Miniature-Swine (WMS)™ devel-132

oped at The University of Wisconsin-Madison. These swine were genetically engineered to133

present several benefits to conventional swine models. We believe these benefits allow our134

novel swine model to better predict these changes post-RT than conventional swine used135

historically.136

137

This work provides a dose response analysis of lung density changes and Jacobian venti-138

lation changes in human subjects enrolled in a prospective IRB-approved clinical trial. The139

lung density analysis outside the vasculature is also compared to the humans to validate the140

swine’s response to radiation therapy such that they can be used as a preclinical model for141

future analysis.142

I. INTRODUCTION
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II. Methods143

II.A. Human Patient Dataset144

Nineteen human subjects from a prospective trial at UW-Madison (NCT02843568) investi-145

gating the use of 4DCT-based ventilation in functional planning were used. The patient co-146

hort included non-small cell lung cancer patients undergoing radiation therapy using Stereo-147

tactic body radiation therapy (SBRT). Per trial protocol, a set of two 4DCT datasets,148

acquired 5 minutes apart, were obtained before RT and at 3, 6, and 12 months post RT149

for each subject. During this analysis, audio coaching was used in an effort to normalize150

breathing patterns across subjects and reduce experimental variance. Informed consent was151

obtained from all participants and a summary of patient demographics is provided In Table152

1. All human clinical trial procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin Health153

Sciences Institutional Review Board (IRB) to ensure compliance with federal and ethical154

guidelines.155

156

II.B. Animal Model157

II.B.1. Measurement Setup158

All Wisconsin Miniature Swine (WMS)™ subjects were ventilated to a consistent tidal vol-159

ume (1 L was chosen to match the average tidal volume of the human subject populations).160

This allowed for repeatable breathing patterns in addition to assuring a fixed breath hold161

which is difficult to achieve with human subjects. The subjects were sedated which elim-162

inated their susceptibility to motion artifacts in the scans and uncertainty due to patient163

motion in the radiation delivery. Since we were not treating a disease in the swine, we were164

able to design the dose distribution such that the contralateral lung was left un-irradiated for165

comparative analysis. Details regarding animal care and drugs administered can be found in166

the supplementary material. All procedures as well as animal care practices were approved167

by the University of Wisconsin Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). The168

drugs and methods of anesthesia and euthanasia were approved in compliance with Amer-169

ican Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) guidelines for anaesthesia and euthanasia of170

swine.171
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Table 1: Summary of Human Patient Demographics

Number 19
Sex

M 12
F 7

Age
Mean 72
Min 59
Max 85

Prescription
Rx Dose = 50 Gy 17
Rx Dose = 60 Gy 2

Fractionation
5 fx 17
15 fx 2

Diagnosis
adenocarcinoma 11
squamous cell carcinoma 7
endometral metastases 1

Stage
I 3
IA 11
IB 4
II 1

II. METHODS II.B. Animal Model
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172

An additional benefit of using the animal model was that we had the ability to perform173

scans that would not typically be given to human subjects to avoid giving excess dose. This174

included a dynamic contrast enhanced scan.175

II.B.2. Description of Animal Model176

The Wisconsin Miniature Swine (WMS)™ possess several characteristics that make them177

an ideal model. In general, swine are well suited for biomedical studies pertaining to the178

development/validation of diagnostic and therapeutic technologies because of their genetic179

proximity to humans and similarities in anatomy29 31 32 33. The WMS™ were created by se-180

lective crossbreeding of several swine breeds such that their weight, size, and physiology are181

similar to humans and their body composition can be easily manipulated30. As they can be182

easily maintained at human size for any length of time, they will remain the same size from183

intervention to necropsy. In addition, we were able to select swine that had lung volumes184

that were within the range of those in our human subjects.185

186

The WMS at the size used in our study had lungs that matched human adult lungs.187

Additionally, they were swine in their early adulthood (approximately equivalent to a human188

in their late 20s or early 30s). If we had used a conventional breed of swine as previous studies189

have done, the swine would have been approximately 3 months of age (in order to match the190

size of human lungs). Given that swine reach sexual maturity at 5 months of age, a 3-month191

old swine is equivalent to a pre-pubescent human child at 6-8 years of age. A conventional192

swine at this age has a rate of development where tissue remodeling and size changes are very193

rapid. The swine’s ability to heal and response to radiation damage (i.e., pathophysiology)194

would not mimic that of a human adult. The WMS on the other hand allowed us to more195

closely model the pathophysiology observed in a human adult. A 14 month old WMS is196

close to a human in the mid-late twenties30.197

II.B.3. Irradiation Scheme for WMS™198

Five WMS™ (14.4 ± 1.7 months old) were given a research course of 60 Gy in 5 fractions199

approved by the an Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). These fractions200

Last edited : March 16, 2021 II.B. Animal Model
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were delivered following a standard clinical SBRT schedule receiving fractions with a day201

in between each delivery during weekdays and 2 days over the weekend. The PTV was202

designated as the bifurcation of a vessel in one of the lungs. Treatment delivery was done203

using an MRI-guided LINAC system.204

II.B.4. CT Acquisition205

All human and swine CT images were acquired on a Siemens SOMATOM Definition Edge206

CT scanner. Each swine underwent six total imaging sessions (one session before each of207

the five fraction deliveries and one 3 months post-RT). In each session, a contrast enhanced208

dynamic 4DCT image was obtained. Details regarding the dynamic 4DCT procedure can209

be found in the supplementary material.210

II.B.5. Subtracting Vasculature from the dynamic 4DCTs211

Vasculature was masked out prior to analysis in the WMS™ swine to enable the analysis of212

the non-vessel lung parenchyma and the vessels separately. We used the HU values in the213

dynamic 4DCTs to indicate regions where contrast was present. These regions were seg-214

mented as vessels based on the assumption that the presence of contrast indicates a location215

through which blood is flowing. The dynamic 4DCT images contain between 28 and 36216

frames. In the initial frames, contrast was not present as acquisition began before contrast217

was injected. After the acquisition of 4 frames, contrast injection began. As acquisitions218

continued after injection, the mean HU value in a vessel increased as contrast flowed in and219

decreased as contrast flowed out (See Figure 1).220

221

Segmentation was performed on a maximum intensity projection (MIP) image of all222

frames to account for the timing offset of contrast flowing through different vessels. All223

frames were deformably registered to the first frame using the built in registration algorithm224

in MIM Software (Cleveland, OH) prior to MIP generation.225

226

Next, a HU threshold was utilized to perform vessel segmentation. To determine this227

threshold, a histogram of all pixel values over the lung mask in the first frame of the dynamic228

4DCT (a frame where contrast was not present) was plotted. This histogram yielded a229

II. METHODS II.B. Animal Model
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bimodal plot as shown in Figure 1c. The threshold was set at 2 standard deviations above230

the mean of the second mode. This was done such that vessels would only be segmented231

if they experienced an increase in HU due to the presence of iodine contrast flow and not232

due to other structures in the lung that appear with a moderately elevated HU value. The233

standard deviation was computed using the full width at half maximum of the higher mode234

peak using the relation below:235

FWHM = 2.35σ (1)236

Finally, to segment the vasculature, a threshold was applied such that any voxel within the237

lung mask having a HU above the threshold was segmented. An example scan showing the238

segmented vasculature is shown in Figure 1d. Once the vasculature was segmented, another239

contour with this vasculature subtracted was created to analyze regions outside the vascu-240

lature as well.241

242

Figure 1:

II.B.6. Measuring change in HU Value in the swine243

All post-RT scans were deformably registered to the pre-RT scan using a B-spline registra-244

tion algorithm to allow for voxel-wise comparisons34 35. Analysis was performed in 10 Gy245

Last edited : March 16, 2021 II.B. Animal Model
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dose bins. This was done by importing the planned dose distributions for each patient into246

MIM and creating contours from the isodose lines. The dose distribution was registered to247

CT scan used for treatment planning. All dose contours were copied onto the contralat-248

eral lung aas shown in Figure 3c. Figure 1e shows an example of the 4 contours analyzed249

for each dose bin. The choice to use 10 Gy dose bins was determined through analysis of250

the variation in measurement as a function of the volume of the contour analyzed. As the251

volume of the contour analyzed decreases, the measurement becomes increasingly noisy. In252

SBRT treatments, high dose gradients are present thus the volume receiving a given dose is253

small. Our analysis found that for volumes greater than 30 cc we were able to minimize the254

standard deviation to below 25 % at all dose levels. This resulted in the bins being 10 Gy255

wide.256

257

Figure 2 shows the two measurements that were obtained for this analysis. The mean258

HU value trace for the entire lung mask excluding the vasculature for one swine subject is259

plotted. Observe in 2b that the initial baseline values prior to contrast injection increase260

post-RT from the pre-RT value shown in 2a in the ipsilateral lung, but remain unchanged261

in the contralateral unirradiated lung.262

263

Figure 2:

II. METHODS II.B. Animal Model
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The baseline measurement was the first measurement taken. For all swine, the first264

frame of the Dynamic 4DCTs was used to obtain this value in both the contours where265

vessels were subtracted as well as the contours of just the segmented vessels for each dose266

bin (following the procedures above). The second measurement was the max HU value of267

the trace which was taken only for the contours of the segmented vessels for each dose bin.268

These measurements were recorded at pre and 3 months post-RT. The percent difference269

was calculated using:270

∆HU(%) =
HUpost −HUpre

HUpre

∗ 100% (2)271

II.C. Measuring change in HU Value in the Human Subjects272

The human subject analysis was similar to that of the swine with a few exceptions. Since the273

treatment planning was not designed to reduce radiation dose below 5 Gy in the contralateral274

lung, it was unable to be used as an ”unirradiated” control. Additionally, since the human275

subjects did not receive a contrast enhanced scan, vessel subtraction was not performed276

and only measurements of the HU in regions of tissue that were delivered a given dose277

were obtained. The HU analysis was performed on the exhalation phase of the 4DCT data278

sets. This phase was chosen because it was believed to be the phase least susceptible to CT279

artifacts. Since the human subjects received two 4DCTs at the same timepoint, we computed280

the average of the results of the mean HU values found in each dose contour between the281

two scans.282

II.D. Assessing Correlation between the WMS™ and Humans283

In an effort to account for differences in fractionation scheme, all plots and linear regressions284

were created using equivalent dose in 2 Gy fractions (EQD2) as calculated below where D is285

the total prescribed dose, and d is the dose per fraction. An alpha/beta ratio of 3 was used286

for lung tissue36.287

EQD2 = D ∗

d+ α
β

2 + α
β

(3)288

As shown in the dose distributions for an example patient in both the swine and humans in289

Figures 3c and 3d, the volume of tissue irradiated was similar in both subject pools. However,290

while both subject pools received SBRT-type plans and has similar volumes irradiated, the291

Last edited : March 16, 2021 II.C. Measuring change in HU Value in the Human Subjects
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human and swine populations received slightly different fractionation schemes (50 Gy in 5 fx292

in the swine vs. 60 Gy in 5 fx in the humans). When calculating correlation coefficients to293

compare the swine and human data, an adjusted data set was created such that there were294

data points for the same EQD2 values in each human population. This was done using the295

linear regression line of best fit equation on the swine data to calculate the percent changes in296

lung density at the EQD2 values recorded in the human subjects. Since the linear regression297

fit was so strongly correlated (R2 = 0.987) we expect the error resulting from doing this298

to be negligible. These adjusted data sets were used to calculate the Pearson correlation299

coefficients for the swine and the human subjects.300

II.E. Ventilation Change Measurement via Jacobian Analysis301

4DCT can be used to compute a surrogate for regional ventilation of lung tissue and provide302

a spatial map of the local lung tissue expansion and contraction using Jacobian analysis.6 In303

this work, Jacobian analysis was used as a surrogate to assess change in ventilation in the hu-304

man subjects. The Jacobian values were calculated on all images following the methodology305

described in Patton et al6. A Jacobian value equal to one represents no local volume change,306

greater than one represents expansion, and less than one represents contraction of the lung307

tissue. Equivalent tidal volumes (ETV) were used to select the phases of the 4DCTs used308

for the inspiration and expiration scans. This has been shown to increase the repeatability309

of the ventilation measurement and isolate the effect of radiation in longitudinal changes37.310

311

To assess the relative change in ventilation at different timpoints post-RT, the Jacobian312

ratio was calculated using the relation:313

Ratio =
Jpost

Jpre
(4)314

A Jacobian ratio of 1 indicates the voxel did not change from its pre-RT elasticity, a ratio of315

less than one indicates the voxel was less elastic post-RT compared to pre-RT (loss of venti-316

lation), and a ratio of greater than one indicates a more elastic voxel (improved ventilation)317

post-RT. For this work, a threshold of a 0.95 Jacobian ratio was used to determine the voxels318

that were considered damaged post-RT. This threshold was used in the works of Patton et.319

al and Wallet et al and was chosen for consistency. Additionally, it is the threshold used320

for evaluation of damage in the clinical trial the human patients were taken from.6 38. Dose321

II. METHODS II.E. Ventilation Change Measurement via Jacobian Analysis
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binned analysis was performed using the same contours created for the HU analysis. In each322

dose bin the percent of voxels with a Jacobian ratio value of 0.95 or lower was calculated.323

II.F. Statistical Analysis324

Student paired two-taild t-tests were used to compare the pre and post-RT HU values. A325

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was used to verify normality.39 Correlations between the WMS™326

and human subjects as well as all percent increases with dose were assessed using Pearson327

correlation coefficients. Additionally, all linear fits to data were evaluated using the coeffi-328

cient of determination, R2. To correct for multiple comparisons, Bonferroni adjustment was329

used. This method of adjustment is the most conservative of adjustments and yielded an330

adjusted p-value threshold of 0.01 for statistical significance at α = 0.05 level. All results331

were still statistically significant under these adjusted criteria.40332

III. Results333

III.A. Observations of HU Change334

III.A.1. Swine Subjects335

Statistically significant increases in the mean HU value were seen in each dose bin of the swine336

in the non-vessel lung parenchyma. The percent increases showed a linear dependence with337

the EQD2 dose delivered with Pearson coefficient of 0.989 (p=0.001). The linear regression338

fit had a slope of 0.167 %/Gy. In the contours copied onto the unirradiated lung, there was339

no statistically significant changes seen in the mean HU values. The percent increases of all340

contours are shown in Figure 3a.341

The heat map shown in Figure 4a shows the percent change in HU for each voxel of the342

post-RT scan as compared to the pre-RT scan. Below the heat map is the dose distribution343

that was delivered to the subject. It can be seen that the large increases in HU are localized344

to irradiated regions.345

346

Additionally, statistically significant decreases (p < 0.05) in the peak mean HU were347

seen in each dose bin of the swine in the segmented vasculature. The percent changes in348

Last edited : March 16, 2021 II.F. Statistical Analysis
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HU outside the vessels were strongly correlated to the percent change in peak HU inside the349

vessels at 3 months post RT as shown in Figure 5.350

III.A.2. SBRT Human Subjects351

Table 1 of the supplemental material and Figure 3b show statistically significant increases in352

all dose bins except 5-15 Gy (EQD2 = 13-39 Gy) for the human subjects. Table 1 lists the353

volume of each contour. The increases in HU were linearly correlated with dose delivered.354

Pearson correlation coefficients were 0.973, 0.899, and 0.844 for 3,6, and 12-months post-RT,355

respectively, with p-values all less than 0.00001.356

357

The heat map shown in Figure 4b shows the percent change in HU for each voxel of358

the 3 months post-RT scan compared to the pre-RT scan for a single subject. Below the359

heat map is the dose distribution that was delivered to the subject. Notice that the large360

increases in HU are localized to irradiated regions.361

362

III.A.3. Correlations Between Swine and Humans363

Figures 6a and 6b shows the post-RT percent changes in mean HU value in the human364

subjects plotted vs. the percent change seen in the swine for the same dose bin at 3-months365

post-RT. Data was not obtained beyond 3 months post-RT in the swine and the swine data366

plotted is the adjusted data set derived from the linear best fit equation to match the EQD2367

values measured in the humans. The humans show strong linear correlation with the swine368

data. The Pearson coefficients for the humans were 0.973,0.899, and 0.844 (p<0.05) and had369

linear fits had slopes of 0.785, 0.588, and 0.955 % change in human per % change in swine370

at 3, 6, and 12 months, respectively.371

372

III.B. Change in Jacobian Results373

Figures 7 shows the percent of damaged voxels in each dose bin for the humans at 3, 6, and374

12 months post-RT. The percent of damaged voxels increases as the dose delivered increases375

III. RESULTS III.B. Change in Jacobian Results
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Figure 3:
and is correlated linearly at all timepoints. Additionally of note, there was little difference376

between the datasets at the different timepoints in SBRT subjects.377

III.C. Correlation between change in Jacobian and change in HU378

Figure 8 shows the percent of damaged voxels plotted against the percent increase in HU379

observed for the humans at the 3 and 12 month timepoints. Each point on the plot represents380

a different dose bin analyzed. While strong correlation exists at both timepoints, the slope381

of the linear fit is very low indicating that the changes in HU observed are not indicative of382

the ventilation changes represented by the change in Jacobian.383
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Figure 4:

III. RESULTS III.C. Correlation between change in Jacobian and change in HU
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Figure 5:

Figure 6:
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Figure 7:

Figure 8:
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IV. Discussion384

IV.A. Observed Radiation Induced Changes385

IV.A.1. Observed Increases in HU Post-RT outside vasculature386

Statistically significant increases in the mean HU value were observed in both the human387

subject and WMS groups 3 months post-RT. Increases ranged from 3.6% in the lowest dose388

bin to 30.0% at the largest doses and increased linearly. In regions receiving less than 5389

Gy in the swine, no statistically significant changes in HU were observed indicating changes390

were radiation-induced.391

The percent increases in HU increased linearly with dose at all time points for the human392

subjects. We believe these changes model a combination of an inflammatory response that393

resolves with time combined with longer lasting damage that remains. The proportion of394

each effect’s contribution cannot be distinguished from these measurements alone. Examples395

of longer lasting damage are pneumonitis which begins to develop 2-4 months post-RT, and396

fibrotic tissue which typically can develop 4-6 months post-RT1.397

All heat maps showing the percent changes in HU indicated the changes in HU value are398

localized to regions receiving dose. In addition, the copied contours in unirradiated sections399

of lung in the swine showed no statistically significant differences post-RT. This indicates400

the changes we are measuring were radiation-induced. It is worth noting that by using the401

vessel subtraction method we chose, it is possible that the voxels at the edge of the vessel402

were excluded from the subtraction and thus analyzed in the regions classified as ”non-vessel403

lung parenchyma.” This is due to the increased HU inside the vessel from contrast being404

present setting the threshold for vessel classification higher. However, these voxels are not a405

significant contribution to our analysis when averaged with all the additional voxels in the406

contour. This is proven in the contralateral lung contours where vessels were subtracted in407

the same manner and yet we saw less than a 0.5 % increase in HU.408

IV.A.2. Correlation Between HU Changes in and out of Vasculature409

A full understanding of the physiological processes the change in HU represents has yet to410

be developed. From our results looking at the change in HU inside and outside of vessels,411
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we speculate that part of the physiological response modeled by these changes in HU is a412

radiation-induced loss of perfusion. Radiation-induced changes in perfusion have been shown413

by other groups via PET and dual-energy CT (DECT) methods10 8 41 42. Additionally, func-414

tional avoidance trials have shown there is a benefit to avoiding highly perfusing regions.26415

The correlation of the increases in HU outside the vasculature combined with the decrease416

in mean peak HU in the regions of vasculature suggest that some of the HU increase is due417

to radiation induced vasculature leakage of contrast. While this does not directly confirm418

change in perfusion, a change that would have to be seen at the capillary level, our hypothesis419

is that this can be inferred from these results since the reduction in HU inside the vasculature420

would indicate a loss of contrast (a high HU material) and the corresponding raise in HU421

outside these vessels would explain where the contrast in addition to blood (another higher422

HU material) is going.423

The reduction in contrast inside the vasculature was systemic and occurred in both424

irradiated and non-irradiated regions. However, the increases post-RT were only in the425

irradiated regions. This supports our hypothesis since leakage of contrast would result in426

less contrast circulating through all vasculature (showing a reduction in peak HU height),427

but the increase in HU due to contrast leakage would only be seen where the source of428

the leak is (in the irradiated lung tissue). Additionally, this result was observed across all429

swine subjects. When analyzing the plot in 5c, it appears as if there is a threshold dose430

above which this leakage occurs of 25 Gy. All dose bins plotted that are greater than 25431

Gy showed greater than a 10% increase in HU outside the vasculature while dose bins that432

were less than 25 Gy showed below 10% increases outside the vasculature. The slope of433

curve 5c is -0.87 which is is dominant but not a perfect negative relationship, indicating434

additional secondary factor(s) contributing to the increase in HU outside the vasculature.435

encompasses this change in perfusion as well as acute damage. As mentioned previously,436

there are other mechanisms of damage such as inflammation and presence of fibrotic tissue437

that would also contribute towards a raised HU value. Future work will involve acquiring438

these perfusion scans on human subjects receiving SBRT, in addition to analyzing damage439

to the pulmonary vasculature through post-RT lung pathology of the swine to confirm this440

speculation. If verified the change in HU may be a potential bio-marker for radiation-induced441

change in perfusion and understanding the dose threshold above which this damage occurs442

would provide additional guidance during planning.443
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IV.A.3. Interpretation of Jacobian results444

Figure 7 indicates that the human subjects showed no difference in the percent of damaged445

voxels (as indicated by a 0.95 or lower Jacobian ratio) across the 3 timepoints measured.446

Additionally, the percent of damaged voxels (those seeing a 5% or greater reduction in Ja-447

cobian) was independent of dose delivered above an EQD2 of 20 Gy.448

449

One important point that should be considered is that these results encompass sub-450

jects pulled from a clinical trial studying the effectiveness of functional avoidance radiation451

therapy where highly ventilating regions were avoided. The results are not stratified by452

subjects in the control vs the experimental arm. It is possible the subjects in the experi-453

mental arm may have experienced different changes in Jacobian post-RT than those in the454

control arm since the tissue that was irradiated was selectively optimized to irradiate more455

low-functioning tissue.456

457

As indicated in Figure 8, the percent of voxels showing a decrease in Jacobian were not458

correlated with the changes in HU observed with the exception of the 3 months timepoint.459

Additionally, while a significant percentage of voxels (greater than 30%) were damaged,460

the dose delivered did not heavily influence the number of voxels damaged as previously461

described and shown figure 7. However, the dose delivered did heavily influence the changes462

in HU. These results indicate that while radiation does induce changes in ventilation (which463

has been seen by several other groups as well)4 5 13, there are additional radiation induced464

changes taking place that are not indicated by the Jacobian metric and these changes are465

highly influenced by the magnitude of dose delivered.466

This observation is important as there are several groups using the difference in HU467

between inhale and exhale images to estimate ventilation43 44 45. Therefore is would be rea-468

sonable to speculate that the changes in HU we see in this work are correlated with and469

partially caused by a change in ventilation. However, our results looking at Jacobian-based470

ventilation estimates show no correlation with change in HU. This indicates that the cause471

for the change in HU involves mechanisms other than ventilation. Combined with our con-472

trast data and results discussed previously, this work suggests that, in addition to some473

component of fibrotic damage, these increases in HU are representing leaked blood from474
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vasculature and ultimately perfusion change.475

IV.B. Correlations between animal model and humans476

Data was not obtained beyond 3 months post-RT in the WMS™ model. However, the human477

data sets showed a strong linear correlation at all timepoints with the WMS data. Addi-478

tionally, the linear fit for the 12 month post-RT SBRT human data vs Swine 3 month data479

showed a slope of 0.954 indicating that the swine results closely modeled the human results480

at 12 months. The linear fit for the 3 month data in the SBRT humans vs the 3 month481

swine data had a slope that was less than this (0.704). This indicates that the swine show482

an accelerated response to the humans. This accelerated response in the WMS™ model is483

consistent with reports in literature of swine models experiencing an expedited biological484

response when compared to humans.29 31 32 33 This feature poses as a potential benefit to485

using the swine for pre-clinical modeling as it provides the ability to see response quicker in486

the animal model which could provide insight for human study design.487

488

The six month data is not shown in Figure 6 and did not correlate with the swine data.489

We believe this is because at this timepoint there are multiple mechanisms present that are490

causing change as described in section IV.A.1. Some of these changes resolve themselves491

with time, producing a poor correlation at this timepoint.492

IV.C. Clinical Impact493

This work quantifies an anatomical response to radiation dose in a human population as well494

as in an animal model. Our results in the human population looking at changes in HU are495

in agreement with the behaviors reported in literature20 23. Additionally our results were496

part of a prospective clinical trial designed to standardize the acquisition of images for all497

subjects and also analyzed data longitudinally over multiple timepoints. We speculate that498

the observed increases in HU are indicative of mechanisms. Other groups have demonstrated499

radiation-induced changes in perfusion using SPECT42. Our findings in the swine indicate500

that there may be the ability to infer these changes from 4DCT which would immensely aid501

translation to a clinical setting since 4DCTs are already routinely collected for treatment502

planning and would not require the acquisition of additional scans. These results would503
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also present an opportunity for superior functional avoidance therapy as other groups have504

suggested that perfusion may be more clinically relevant when performing functional avoid-505

ance than ventilation15. However, further investigation is required to verify and validate506

this hypothesis and future work will involve attempting to confirm these speculations using507

pathology studies.508

509

Correlations of the swine and human subjects shows the potential to use the swine as510

a pre-clinical model for human response. This work shows strong correlation with human511

outcomes and additionally shows accelerated response. This presents a benefit in being able512

to expedite the process of assessing response in the swine lungs in order to better design513

human clinical trials and investigate of potential treatments and intervention mechanisms.514

As mentioned previously, the novel swine used in this study present multiple benefits over515

conventional swine. These benefits combined with the results of this study presents these516

animals as an improved option for more longitudinal studies due to the swine’s ability to517

stay the same size and mature similarly to an adult human.518

519

After the 3-month post-RT scan, the swine lungs were extracted from the animal for520

future pathology studies. This work will provide further insight regarding the physiological521

response of these subjects and the damage done to the vasculature. Future work will also522

include a clinical trial analyzing the response of a larger sample size of these novel swine as523

well as an analysis of contrast enhanced scanning on humans. This will enable faster devel-524

opment of predictive models that would be able to be validated on existing human subject525

data from this trial. From there, clinical trials assessing the effectiveness of intervention526

mechanisms on human subjects may be initiated.527

V. Conclusion528

Radiation induces changes in pulmonary anatomy post-RT. This work quantifies those529

changes using a HU analysis and shows that the WMS™ model is a good surrogate for530

analyzing radiation-induced changes in humans treated with SBRT. The presentation of this531

model as a pre-clinical model yields an opportunity to expedite the development of pre-532

dictive models as well as human clinical trials to assess various response and intervention533
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mechanisms in human subjects. The observations connecting the changes in HU to changes534

in contrast present a potential bio-marker for analyzing functional changes in perfusion that535

can be derived off of 4DCT as opposed to requiring additional scans outside of clinical pro-536

tocol. This would allow these metrics to be considered in functional avoidance therapy and537

could provide a significant benefit to patient outcome.538
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VIII. Legends755

Figure 1:(a) Placement of an ROI in a region showing high contrast uptake (b) Plot of the756

mean HU value in that ROI over the timespan of the dynamic 4DCT scan for a subject. The757

increase in mean HU shows that contrast is flowing in and out of this vessel. (c) Histogram of758

HU values over the entire lung mask. A threshold was established based on the second mode759

and was placed 2 standard deviations from the mean of the second mode. (d) Example scan760

slice showing vasculature segmented using the threshold. (e)Example scan slice showing the761

four different contours created for each dose bin to perform analysis.762

Figure 2: (a) Plot the mean HU value of the lung parenchyma pre-RT (b) Plot of the763

mean HU value of the lung parenchyma 3 months post-RT in a typical WMS swine and (c)764

Plot of the mean HU value of the vessels showing the two measurements obtained.765

Figure 3: (a) Percent changes in mean HU post-RT in the swine (b)Percent changes766

in mean HU post-RT in the humans. (C) Irradiated dose contours and copied contralateral767

contours in the WMS swine (d) Dose distributions and contours for a typical human subject.768

Data is shown at 3, 6, and 12 months post RT in the humans and at 3 months for the swine.769

Copied contours in unirradiated regions were averaged and plotted as the 0 Gy data point770

in (a). Linear fits with R2 values are shown for all data sets. The percent increases in all771

subjects were linear with strong correlations. Additionally, the unirradiated regions of the772

swine showed no change post-RT.773

Figure 4: (a) Heat map showing the percent change in HU in each voxel with the774

corresponding dose distribution for a typical WMS swine (b) for an SBRT treated human.775

In all cases, large increases in HU are localized to areas receiving radiation.776

Figure 5: (a) Example contrast flow in the vessels pre- and post-RT for one WMS subject777

in the 20 Gy dose bin; by comparison the post-RT peak HU is reduced in magnitude. Here778
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the acquisition times shown are the time of day for the pre-RT data. Since the specific times779

are insignificant, the post-RT data is plotted on the same timepoints. The important feature780

is the difference in the pre and post-RT peak HU values (b) Example contrast flow outside781

of the vessels for the same WMS subject in the 20Gy dose bin; the post-RT ipsilateral region782

shows increased HU outside the vessels while the contralateral region does not increase. (c)783

Reduction in HU inside the vessels corresponds to an increase outside the vessels. Each784

point on the line corresponds to a different dose bin analyzed and is the average of all WMS785

subjects.786

Figure 6: Correlation between the changes seen in the swine at 3 months post-RT and787

the humans at different timepoints post-RT. Each point represents a dose bin where analysis788

was performed. (a) Correlation between the humans at 3 months and swine at 3 months (b)789

Correlation between the humans at 12 months and swine at 3 months. A curve was fit to790

all data sets and Pearson stats showed strong correlation with the swine data.791

Figure 7: (a) Percent of voxels experiencing a 5 % or greater reduction in Jacobian value792

post-RT at each dose level in the humans. Results show a linear increase in the percent of793

voxels experiencing the reduction in ventilation with increasing dose. Data is shown at 3, 6,794

and 12 months post-RT. The number of subjects analyzed at each timepoint are 19, 13, and795

11.796

Figure 8: Correlation by dose bin of the percent of voxels with Jacobian ratio less than797

0.95 with the percent increase in HU at (a) 3 months post RT (b) 12 months post-RT. While798

there are strong correlation coefficients observed at 3 months, the slopes of the best fit lines799

are very low indicating no real relationship between the two metrics. Each point on the plots800

represents a dose bin analyzed801
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Figures

Figure 1

(a) Placement of an ROI in a region showing high contrast uptake (b) Plot of the mean HU value in that
ROI over the timespan of the dynamic 4DCT scan for a subject. The increase in mean HU shows that
contrast is owing in and out of this vessel. (c) Histogram of HU values over the entire lung mask. A
threshold was established based on the second mode and was placed 2 standard deviations from the
mean of the second mode. (d) Example scan slice showing vasculature segmented using the threshold.
(e)Example scan slice showing the four different contours created for each dose bin to perform analysis.



Figure 2

(a) Plot the mean HU value of the lung parenchyma pre-RT (b) Plot of the mean HU value of the lung
parenchyma 3 months post-RT in a typical WMS swine and (c) Plot of the mean HU value of the vessels
showing the two measurements obtained.



Figure 3

(a) Percent changes in mean HU post-RT in the swine (b)Percent changes in mean HU post-RT in the
humans. (C) Irradiated dose contours and copied contralateral contours in the WMS swine (d) Dose
distributions and contours for a typical human subject. Data is shown at 3, 6, and 12 months post RT in
the humans and at 3 months for the swine. Copied contours in unirradiated regions were averaged and
plotted as the 0 Gy data point in (a). Linear  ts with R2 values are shown for all data sets. The percent
increases in all subjects were linear with strong correlations. Additionally, the unirradiated regions of the
swine showed no change post-RT



Figure 4

(a) Heat map showing the percent change in HU in each voxel with the corresponding dose distribution
for a typical WMS swine (b) for an SBRT treated human. In all cases, large increases in HU are localized
to areas receiving radiation.



Figure 5

(a) Example contrast ow in the vessels pre- and post-RT for oneWMS subject in the 20 Gy dose bin; by
comparison the post-RT peak HU is reduced in magnitude. Here the acquisition times shown are the time
of day for the pre-RT data. Since the speci c times are insigni cant, the post-RT data is plotted on the same
timepoints. The important feature is the difference in the pre and post-RT peak HU values (b) Example
contrast ow outside of the vessels for the same WMS subject in the 20Gy dose bin; the post-RT ipsilateral
region shows increased HU outside the vessels while the contralateral region does not increase. (c)
Reduction in HU inside the vessels corresponds to an increase outside the vessels. Each point on the line
corresponds to a different dose bin analyzed and is the average of all WMS subjects.



Figure 6

Correlation between the changes seen in the swine at 3 months post-RT and the humans at different
timepoints post-RT. Each point represents a dose bin where analysis was performed. (a) Correlation
between the humans at 3 months and swine at 3 months (b) Correlation between the humans at 12
months and swine at 3 months. A curve was � t to all data sets and Pearson stats showed strong
correlation with the swine data.

Figure 7



(a) Percent of voxels experiencing a 5 % or greater reduction in Jacobian value post-RT at each dose level
in the humans. Results show a linear increase in the percent of voxels experiencing the reduction in
ventilation with increasing dose. Data is shown at 3, 6, and 12 months post-RT. The number of subjects
analyzed at each timepoint are 19, 13, and 11.

Figure 8

Correlation by dose bin of the percent of voxels with Jacobian ratio less than 0.95 with the percent
increase in HU at (a) 3 months post RT (b) 12 months post-RT. While there are strong correlation
coe�cients observed at 3 months, the slopes of the best  t lines are very low indicating no real
relationship between the two metrics. Each point on the plots represents a dose bin analyzed.
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